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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 587.

C.OUNTER - PRCPELL3R S.*

By Ugo de Caria.

Helicoidal propellers are very often inappropriately com-

pared to a screw. We say inappropriately, because, while the .

feinale screw can furnish a reaction without moving and by under-

going only a slight elastic deformation, the fluid in which a

propeller revolves reacts only by reason Of a velocity increment

imparted to it by the propeller itself. Hence, aside from.the

fact that a screw and a helicoidal propeller serve the common

purpose of converting a motive couple into ari axial thrust, they

are not cofiparablebecause the physical phenomena produced by

the two are substmtialy different. It follows that, while,

in the case of the screw, the only losses of energy are due to

friction, in helicoidal propellers the losses are due to the

kinetic energy imparted to the fluid. “,

It is natur@ therefore that many scientists have sought

to recover this lost energy in whole or in pact. On analyzing

the inotion imparted to tilefluid in the wake of a propeller, we

find axial, tangential, and radial vei.ocity increments in addi-

tion to the initial velocity. T~leradi~ increments are gener_

ally negligible in comparison with the dynamic effects, where

the lost energy may be regarded as composed only of “axi~d and

*“Le contro-cliche.’t Fro-mAeronautic, Juile,1930, pp. 41?-420.
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tangential energy.

The first part, which is intimately connected with the

force of traction, is very difficult to recover. lTothinghas

yet been accomplished in this connection, despite the persis-

tent endeavors of many scholars and investigators.

The tangential increments, namely, those which ,absorb the

motive couple are, on the other hand, easily converted.into ax-

ial increm.entsj thus increasing the traction and hence the use–

ful eilergy,without increasing the total enezgy expended. This

result can be attained by using the counter-propeller which we

are ~:~outto consider.

The counter-propeller is a fixed propeller smaller than

the main propeller, mounted either fore or aft of the latter

and performing the function of changing the direction of motion

of the fluid filaments, which naturally tend to adopt a heli-

coid~l form. Figures 1 and 2 are diagrminatic representations

of counter–propellers mounted respectively, in front of and be-

hind the main propeller.

They have been used, in accordance with the original de-

signs ‘ofDr. Rudolph Wagner and Professor Heustass, with 10 to

20% increase in efficiency on mmy ships. In 1927, designs for

their use with aircraft———— propellers were made by A. Guglielmetti.*
‘~ ‘*-ll’S-tu~iOSulll”ap”plicazione delle contr-o-cliche agli aeri.” Ren-

diconti tecnici dells Direzione Generale del Genio Aeronautic,
June, 192~, Vol. XV, No..2.
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They were never actually used, however.

.~e nov~.propose to consider the zeal. adv&tage of counter-

propellers on aircraft and the best shape of the blades.

First of all, we wish to determine the possible energy ab-

sorption by the tangential increments. This process will be

facilitated by the examination of the polygons of the relative

velocities fore and aft of a generic section, of radius r, of

one of the blades”of a propeller (Fig. 3).

Let V represent the velocity of translation, r!J the

tangential velocity and W, equal to the sum of the two, the

relative upstre.~ velocity of the section itself, foriningthe

angle a with the r!d. Moreover, let cp denote the angle of

deflection of the current at that point, ~ the reduction coef-

ficient of the velocity and WI the relative downstream veloc-

ity, so that W’ = ~ W.

The energy absorbed by the blade element in the section

under consideration, if the elementary mass of fluid actuated

by the elei;lentitself per unit of time is denoted by dm, will

be

(1)

while the energy absorbed by the tangential increments alone

-... will ..be.

dl?[l= + (ru)2 dm (2)

I .-..,—
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Therefore

,,
dNII (ra)2

!J=3qj=v~2_y2

4

(3)

V12 _ v= = ZP

in which the fraction w is equal to the square between the

lengths of the segments ~ and ~.

Zven without recourse to the analytical development, it is

easy to see, by examining the figure, that the value of K in-

creases rapidly with increases in the ratio v/v and in the

angle a.

If v were zero, rw would depend only on ~, but since

the value of this coefficient generally differs only a few

thousaildths of unity, it follows that the tangential increment

has very small values ‘Nhenthe axial increment, and consequently

the force of traction, is zero.

For normal values of the ratio v/v , the value of ~ is

also small when u is sufficiently small. Now a depends oil

the functioning ratio Y and on the ratio of the radii r/R.

Hence the energy absorbed by the tangential increments can be

large only for propellers on very swift a,ircraftor on aircraft

equipped with engines using reduction gears. This may also be

the case, if there is required of the propeller a relatively
,.>e, .,

great force of traction on the portion of the blade near the

hub, which is difficult in practice, however, due to construc-

tional reasons.

-. ..,.-...—..,,. . ..,...,, ,,- . . ... . . ..,-..——
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The benefits obtained by propellers on boats, which have,

in general and for v~ious reasons, efficiencies much lower

than aircraft propellers, are ascribable to the fact that, for

the low translation speeds and the great forces of traction to–

gether with the necessarily small diameters, the values of the

ratio v/V are large in the former. Moreover, for low rota-

tional speeds, the values of ‘y obtained with the former are

generally greater than those obtained with the latter. Lastly,

for t+e relatively greater width of the blades of marine pro-

pellers, the profile drag also assumes important proportions.

Hence we believe that the advant?ge+ attainable with

counter-propellers is much less for aircraft propellers th.aa

for boats. Nevertheless, their use may be desirable, if not in

general, at least in cases where the ratio of the pitch to the

diameter of the principal propeller exceeds the ordinary values.

Examination of Fi~e 3 shows that, if it is possible to

deviate Vi by the angle (3 so as to make it coincide with the

line of action of V, there will be an increase Av in the

axial increment and therefore a proportional increase in the

force of traction. The deviation can be obtained by placing

aft of the propeller fixed blades which will constitute the

counter–propeller. We then have the arrangement shown in Figure*>%. –-.

4, in which the same symbols are used as in Figure 3. On the

other hand, with the counter-propeller placed-in front of the

l–. —---- .-— — –.
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main propeller, it will suffice to create an initial deviation

equal and opposite to that generated bjjthe propeller, as shown

in Figme 5.

In both cases there will be developed on the fixed blades

of the counter-propeller an aerodynamic reaction F> with a

component TI in the direction of motion and a component Cl

at right angles to T1. The component Cl will always be such

as to create a moment with respect to the axis of rotation of

the projjeller in the same direction as the propeller and will

therefore reduce the reaction of the latter on the aircraft.

This represents another appreciable advantage of the counter-

propeller, VJhiChrenders it particularly suitable for helicop-

ters mith a single liftin~ propeller.

Oilthe other hand, the component Tl will have the direc-

tion of the motion only when the counter-propeller is placed

behind the main propeller, in which case it will increase the

tractive force. On the contrary, if it is upstream, the fixed

blades will exert a negative thrust. But > by reducing the pitch

of the principal propeller (Fig. 5), it will be possible to ob-

tain a thrust inclined more in the direction of the motion. and

consequently, for the same engine torque, a greater tractive

force. In the final analysis, the total effect will perhaps

be identical with the first_case, to which particular reference.._,

is made in the following discussion.

—
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The benefit obtainable with

depends on the angle between FI

a counter–propeller obviously

and Cl. Assuming the complete

elimination of the tangential increments, this angle will be

equal, for every section of the fixed blades, to ~ e (or to

the angle of induction) diminished by c = arc tan cq#3p, due

to the profile dr~ of the sections themselves (Fig. 4). In

order to obtain a benefit, G must therefore be less than @ ●

This necessitates a limitation in the dianeter of the counter-

propeller, because, as already stated, fl decreases rapidly

as r increases. It is necessary, moreover, to adopt penetrat-

ing profiles and to arrange them suitably at appropriate angles

of attack. Otherwise the use of the counter-propeller might

easily prove disadv.ant~eous.

It follows that the counter-propeller must be designed con-

temporweously with the main propeller, since it is necessary

to know exactly the value of the angle e. This being known,

the calculation is very simple and, after”the number and aspect

ratio of the blades has been fixed, it will only remain to de-

termine the angle of Setting of the various sections of the”

counter-propeller. It might be even better, after deterininiti.g

the best angle of setting for each section, to determine the

best width for the blade. For the determination of these quan-

tities, the reader is referred to another treatise of mine.*

*’fUniiuovometodo per il calcolo aerodynamic delle elicheqtf
Aeron~.utica, March, 1930, pp. 175-180.

L
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In order to determine the angle of deviation e , we must

ha.ve 4
@ -%

‘n?&

Hence the lift coefficient of the section must be

Cp = ;“he (4)

The aspect ratio of the given section will be furnished by the

general formula

(5)

in which the various sj~nbolsmust be replaced by the values as-

sumed by “then i-noux case.

Let VI represent the component, in the direction of the

translational motion, of the relative velocity V@ with which

the section of the counter-propeller is struck by the fluid.

In the downstream arrangement of %he propeller (Figs. 3-4)

Vl=v+v=vtcose (6)

If the counter-propeller is upstream, Vl mill coincide with

Vc and with the velocity of translation (Fig. 5). Then let rl

represent the radius of the given section of the counter-propel-

ler, which may, w“ith sufficient approximation, be considered

equ~~._~o-t=Qeradius of the corresponding section of the propel-.-..—--- ,.

ler blade. Let 11 represent the corresponding width of the

fixed bla,desand p the nm,ber of such blades.1
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The clenent~ccyfluid mass affected per “unit of ti;ileby the

blade ele:?entin the vicir.ity of the given section will be

(7)

The area of the projection of the same elenent, on a plane tan-

gent to th’elatter, ~i~l be

dS = lldr (8)

Ii~ place of W we must put the velocity at which the sec-

tion is struck, which has already been

stituting in equation (5), we have

8rV
h’—~~

PI tl v~

If the counter-propeller is mounted in

designated by Vc. Sub-

(9)

front, VI coincides

with Vc, as @ready stated. If, on the contrary, it is mount-

ed behind, Vc s VI and hence, for equation (6), VI/yc = Cos 6;

but , si-ncethe angle El cannot generally have very large values,

it is possible even in this case, to have V1 = Vc, and there–

fore
8r

h=—~
Pl 1~

(lo)

.

Substituting in equation (4)

Tr8rl 2nr
e= 10.—— —

cP–4p121 PI 11
(11)

. . . .
Equation (11) means that the lift coefficient to be assigned to

the section haviilg the radius rl for the purpose of recovering

the tangeiltial increments, must equal the ratio of the circum-

,.~— ———.—.-———...- — —
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ference having the radius rl to the total arc occupied by the

blades multiplied by the angle of deviation (3.
—

The section must have the angle of incidence il with re-

spect to the relative velocity Vc. If i. is the angle (gen-

erally negative) which the direction of zero lift makes with the

tangent to the profile of the section and if K = (d Cp/di )m

is the lift gradi’er.tof the s~e profile corresponding to the in-

finite aspect ratio (in general K ~ 2.75), we should have

This equation applies, on conserving the same value for K and

expressing in degrees or in radians the values of the angles

.
11, i. ande.

The angle of setting of the section, with respect to the

direction of motion, will then coincide with “11 in the case

of the counter-propeller mounted upstream (Fig. 5), while it

will equal il diminished by the angle 0 (Fig. 4) in the down-

stream ~rangement.

We have already said that, in order to obtain the m~imuim

advanta@ from the use of the counter–propeller, we must have

the miniimm value of the angle c = DC tallCrp/Cp. In order to

obtain the latter, it will be necessary to construct the polar
.

v.-----of’Wi~profile corresponding to the infinite aspect ratio (Fig.

6), after deducting, from the.

the value of the induced drag

polar plotted for any aspect ratio,
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2 C*2
Cri = ~—

Thus the profile drag and the minimum value of A for any point

of the polar will be such that the junction of the latter with

the origin of the axes will be tangent to the polar itself.

Knowing the

substitute it in

blade for stated

and the angle of

best value of
CP‘

it is only necessary to

equation (11), to determine the width of the

values of pl and ~ a This will be

2mr e
21=P

1 q

coincidence will be

~+*e+iO
ll=K

(13)

From equation (13) it follows that, with parity of profile,

11 will decrease as rl increases, since 6 decreases much

more rapidly than rl increases. Therefore by adopting a sin-

gle profile, or inaking all the sections similar, the blade will

taper, thus assuming a form adapted to the effect of the tempo-

rary moments to which it is subjected. In this case the calcula-

tion is also facilitated, because in equation (13) it is neces-

saxy to vary only rl and 0, and in equation (14) only *9. .

The diameter of the counter-propeller will be fixed, as al–

ready mentioned, by the condition c ~ ~ e. From this same in-
-.

equality *“herefollows.the advantage evidently obtainable by the

use of the counter–propeller.

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
Nationsl Advisory Committee
for Aeronauticsp

II .–
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